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 (utokyu blog “Your saying depends on your position”)  
Good things and efforts take time Or you can't do it without hanging.  However, we often 
ask for the former, that is, the food, clothes, and furniture to be provided, but the latter, that 
is, the side that provides this, is reluctant to do so and "efficiently".  I feel like I tend to cut 
corners under the nickname.  Of course, there is no limit to the amount of time and effort 
that can be spent, and it does not mean that you can just use it, That's a huge cost increase. 
 There is a compromise.  In other words, how much time and effort can be spent within a 
limited or set fixed time, how much time can be spent to improve quality, and more specifically, 
whether the quality can be “included” within the time limit?   
A spa is important.  However, the reality is that, as I said at the beginning, the level of 
demand as a consumer has risen but the same consumer is also a producer.  Then, for some 
reason I don't feel any contradiction, and I feel like going in the opposite direction, the exact 
opposite. 
 I wonder why, a long time ago, one prime minister was unable to convey the original 
intention that the slogan, "consumption is a virtue," stimulates economic activities by turning 
savings into consumption. 
I feel like it's because I left myself alone and the residue remains deep inside us.  It is correct 
to say that in order to enrich the lives of everyone who is a producer, it is safe to use savings 
to secure the stability and safety of individual households, but in order to enrich each other, 
including you,  It is better to release the money for that saving to the society, so “wasting” is 
a sin, but not “consuming” is a virtue.  From now on.  By becoming a consumer, you become 
a consumer, and you as a producer are enriched.” From here, it is essential that the purchasing 
behavior enriches the lives of the producers who actually become consumers.   
Then, at this time, the word "saving" used in the transparent language was associated with 
"work, hard work" = "work, hardship, obedience", and a chain reaction occurred, and "work, 
hard work (= not oversight) is evil"  "So, I wondered if there was an imbalance between the 
desired position (scene psychology) and the desired position (unscene psychology) in the 
same person as at the beginning? 


